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Ⅳ. Data 

    The primary focus of this study is to test whether the bear markets could be 

predicted. Since there is no official or widely-accepted leading indicator for Taiwan 

stock market, I chose the following three variables as predictors, including exchange 

rate, scoring monitoring indicators2, and turnover rate of Taiwan Stock Capitalization 

Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX). Because stock market is more volatile than the state 

of economy and the durations of bear markets might be only a couple of months 

instead of several quarters like recessions, I acquired monthly data of TAIEX and of 

the predictors covering from January 1971 to December 2006.  

    Ma and Kao (1990) documented that the financial effect of exchange rate 

appreciation makes the investment more attractive so that high exchange rate levels 

are associated with favorable stock price movements. On the other hand, for an 

export-dominant country, the currency appreciation that reduces the competitiveness 

of exporting goods will reflect on the negative movements on the stock market. Ajayi, 

and Mougoue (1996) tested the dynamic relation between stock prices and exchange 

rates in eight economic-advanced countries. The result showed that currency 

depreciation has negative long-run effects on the stock market because of the 

unfavorable importing goods and asset price. Although the effect of exchange rate on 

stock market is different from country to country, exchange rate change is truly have 

some impacts on stock markets. Since Taiwan is an export-oriented country, exchange 

rate of NTD to USD depreciation might have stronger effect on the stock market that 

                                                 
2 Scoring monitoring indicator is compiled by Council for economic planning and development, 

Executive Yuan. The components of the indicator contains: customs-cleared exports, stock price 
index, monetary aggregate M1B, Direct and indirect finance, Bank clearing and remittance, 
industrial production index, manufacturing inventory-to-sale ratio, nonagricultural employment, and 
remittance. Score of each individual indicator ranges from 1 to 5. Sum of the points between 45-38 
means the economy is overheat, 37-32 means alert, 31-23 is the steady condition, 22-17 is the alert 
to recession, and 16-9 is the recession. 
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moves stock market upward. 

Macroeconomic condition is highly correlated with stock market. Expansions 

usually come with bull markets while recessions come with bear markets, intuitively. 

Huang (2001) used Granger Causality test to investigate the relationship between 

business cycle indicators and stock market index of Taiwan. The result showed that 

during the time when the weight of institutional investors is low, business cycle 

indictors lead stock market whereas during the period of high institutional investor 

participation, stock market leads business cycle indictors. Because GDP is published 

quarterly, I used monitoring indicators as the proxy for GDP.  

    A model of competitive stock trading assumed the investors are heterogeneous in 

their information and private investment opportunities. Wang (1994) examined the 

link between the nature of heterogeneous among investors and the behavior of trading 

volume and its relation to price. It found that volume is positively correlated with 

absolute changes in prices and may provide information about expected future returns. 

Turnover rate represents volume of shares traded in a given period of time. This study 

used turnover rate as a proxy for trading volume. 

    The data of TAIEX and its turnover rate are obtained from Taiwan Economic 

Journal (TEJ) database, which contains most of the information needed to analyze the 

financial markets in Taiwan. Exchange rate of NTD to USD is obtained from Central 

Bank of Taiwan. Monitoring indictor score is obtained from Council for Economic 

Planning and Development Executive Yuan. 

    As Persaran and Timmermann (1995) reminded us, investors cannot observe the 

full sample data when they predict future stock market in “real time.” When the same 

forecasting model is used over the whole sample period, it is inevitably raise the 

ability of prediction which benefits from hindsight. To avoid the benefit of hindsight, 
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the 434 observations of each predictor were divided into two parts: in sample data 

starts from January 1971 to December 1998 to form a priori probability and the period 

from January 1999 to December 2006 is classified in out of sample category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


